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U12s

Session 6 Defending 1

Stage

Organization (Diagram+Rules)

-Body shape
-Foot position
-Foot work

Activity 1

DEFENDING FOOTWORK
The server will pass the
soccer ball to the attacker
and the defender will press
the ball.
The receiver will dribble the
ball and the defenders will
back up keeping a good
defending posture
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Activity 3

DEFENDING RECOVERY
The server will serve to the
attacker and as soon as the
soccer ball is served, the
defender needs to get in
between the ball and the
goal to cut the path of the
attacker with good speed
and angle of approach. If
defender wins the ball he/
she can score

Progression:
-Use cones or lines to create a lane
so dribble does not go all over
-First few times have defender just
get used to moving backwards
-Try without a ball
-Dribbler go half speed

Key Coaching Points
-Body shape-knees bent, on balls
of your feet, one foot slightly
angled in front of other foot
-Slow down as you get closer to
the player
-Watch the ball not the player
Discovery Question:
-Why do we keep one foot in front
of the other?
-Why do we watch the ball?

-Proper position
-Body shape
-Timing on when to win the ball

Activity 2

DEFENDING FROM SIDE
As soon as server passes the
soccer ball the defender will
press the attacker.
Score by passing or
dribbling through the goal.
Focus on speed and angle
of approach body position
etc. If defender wins the
ball he/she can score

Objectives

-Body shape changes when going
from sprinting (getting into
dribbler's path) to defending
-Don't have hips and shoulders
square to dribbler
Progression
-Be patient, wait for bad touch
-Defender goes half speed at first
-Small steps with your feet when
-Change location of defender and/ backing up
or offense and/or server
Discovery Question:
-Why don't we stay square to the
dribbler?

-Recognize when and how to attack
the ball
-Getting in front of defender
-Timing
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Progression
-Dribbler starts of walking or going
half speed.
Discovery Question
-Change location of defender and/ -What are you thinking about
or offense and/or server
when trying to get in front of the
dribbler?

- Have fun
- Point out any of the above
objectives to kids as they are
playing

Final Game

9v9 w/ a goalkeeper

-Get your entire body in front of
dribbler then turn to defend
-Must sprint hard to get in front of
defender
-Slow dribbler down, don't go right
at them to win the ball

- Limit comments to one or two of
the above coaching points
COACHING REMINDER:
Keep building athletes first and
soccer players second
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